
Game of Thrones: Conquest™

**Game of Thrones: Conquest**

Game of Thrones: Conquest is a strategy game based on the eponymous HBO series. The task of

the player is to build his own house and rule over the Seven Kingdoms.

In Game of Thrones: Conquest, you are a part of the award-winning TV series and participate in the

battle for the Iron Throne. In this strategy game, you have to build your own house and rule as one

of the lords of Westeros. Your goal, of course, is to rule over the Seven Kingdoms and capture the

Iron Throne. To gain control, you have to set up your own army and fight in epic wars against rival

houses. In the course of the game, you'll always meet famous characters like Jon Snow or Cersei

Lannister and conquer the legendary Seats of Power of the series. Team up, build your own Small

Council and go to war.

**Game of Thrones: Conquest - Features:** 

- Become a Lord of Westeros: In Game of Thrones: Conquest you become a part of the exciting

and famous world of Game of Thrones. Your job is to build your own house and rule over the

Seven Kingdoms with it. Create your own sigil, go to war and make sure you can capture the Iron

Throne.

- Meet familiar characters and locations: As you play, you will encounter familiar characters such

as Jon Snow, Cersei Lannister or Daenerys Tagaryen. In addition, many battles will take place at

notorious Seats of Power that you already know from the series. For example, you can conquer

Winterfell, Castle Black or King’s Landing.

- Expand your territory: Your goal, of course, is to dominate the Seven Kingdoms. For that you have

to seize as many territories and Seats of Power as possible. Build an army, go to war against rival

houses and defend your own fortress from enemy takeovers.

- Allies and Vassals: Game of Thrones: Conquest has a sophisticated social system. Thus, not only

wars, but also allies and your influence are of great importance to your rule. You can, for example,

recruit vassals or choose your own allegiance. Allies who are always by your side can also receive

special titles such as "Hand of the King". Ensure the loyalty of your allies and reward their loyalty

through Seats of Power or other rewards.

Conclusion: Game of Thrones: Conquest is a successful strategy game in which you can become

part of the great Game of Thrones universe. Meet your favorite characters, participate in the battle

for the Iron Throne, and rule over the Seven Kingdoms.


